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Abstract 

We show that the four derivative terms in the effective action of 
three-dimensional N=8 Yang-Mills theory are determined by supersym- 
metry. These terms receive both perturbative and non-perturbative 
corrections. Using our technique for constraining the effective action, 
we are able to determine the exact form of the eight fermion terms in 
the supersymmetric completion of the F4 term, including all instan- 
ton corrections. As a consequence, we argue that the integral of the 
Euler density over k monopole moduli space in SU(2) Yang-Mills is 
determined by our non-renormalization theorem for all values of k. 
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1    Introduction 

In three dimensions unlike other dimensions, the effective action of Yang- 
Mills theory with sixteen supersymmetries is expected to receive non-pertur- 
bative corrections at low orders in a derivative expansion. Let us recall that 
for U(N) gauge theory, the effective action at generic points on the Coulomb 
branch is described by a sigma model with 7N scalars (f)1 where i = 1,... ,7. 
There are also iV additional scalars obtained by dualizing the N abelian 
gauge fields. We will only consider the effective action which is local in 
terms of the dual scalars, rather than local in terms of the gauge-fields. The 
coupling constant in the theory, g2, has mass dimension one. Therefore to 
study the infra-red theory, we take the coupling g2-^oo. The metric on 
the moduli space is flat and if we take canonical kinetic terms for all fields 
including the dual scalars cr, 

S = \ f d3x ^ad^a + ^ ^<W\ 

then the dual scalars are periodic with a period proportional to g2. The 
moduli space is then 5iV(lR7 x S'1). At the origin of the moduli space, the 
theory flows to an interacting Spin(8) invariant fixed point in the infra-red 
[1, 2, 3]. The Spin(8) invariance is crucial if matrix theory [4] is to correctly 
describe the light-cone quantized type IIB string. For the most part, we will 
consider the SU(2) theory. 

While the metric on the moduli space of the theory is flat, the higher 
derivative terms in the effective action must receive non-perturbative cor- 
rections, or the effective action will fail to be Spin{8) invariant in the strong 
coupling limit. The one instanton contribution to the F4 terms was first com- 
puted in [5]. Subsequently, the computation was extended to multi-instanton 
effects in [6]. An independent argument for the existence of instanton con- 
tributions to the JP

4
 terms was presented in [7]. The importance of the 

instanton corrections for the matrix description of the type IIB string was 
discussed in [8]. The aim of this paper is to show that the same technique 
used in [9, 10] easily extends to this case as briefly mentioned in [9]. We will 
be able to completely determine the form of the four derivative terms in the 
effective action, including all perturbative and non-perturbative effects. 

For the four derivative terms, the various contributions to the effective 
action take the form of a one-loop contribution together with perturbative 
corrections around multi-instanton configurations. It is quite remarkable 
that the instanton corrections are completely captured by the solution of a 
family of first order differential equations. Relations of a similar flavor have 
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appeared in numerous places in both string theory and field theory. 

By matching the leading instanton contributions to semi-classical com- 
putations [6], we are able to extract the integral of the Euler density over k 
monopole moduli space for all k. This is completely analogous to the way 
that the bulk term for the L2 index for k DO-branes [11, 12] was extracted 
from the coefficient of the 7£4 term in type IIB supergravity [13]. The co- 
efficient of the 1Z4 term is also determined by supersymmetry [14]. In that 
case, a proof of the conjectured relation was provided by [15]. In this case 
involving monopoles, the predicted data is more geometrical since it involves 
the behavior of the metric on k monopole moduli space.1 This fascinating 
relation between the properties of various soliton configurations and super- 
symmetry constraints cries out for a deeper explanation. Lastly, we should 
stress that the same techniques used for F4 can be used to determine the 
F6 terms in three dimensions as in [10]. 

2    Determining the Four Derivative Terms in Three 
Dimensions 

2.1    An equation for the eight fermion terms 

For simplicity, let us use (j)8 to denote the dual scalar a. For any finite 
coupling, the symmetry group in three dimensions is 50(2,1) x Spin(7), 
where 50(2,1) ~ 5L(2,1R) is the Lorentz group. The scalars (j)1 where 
i = 1,... , 7 transform in the (1, 7) of 50(2,1) x Spin(7). There are also 
fermions i/jaa which transform in the (2,8) of the symmetry group, where 
a = 1, 2 and a = 1,... ,8. 

While the manifest symmetry group of the Lagrangian is only Spin(7), 
the lowest order supersymmetry transformations actually exhibit the full 
infra-red Spin(8) invariance. We will shift between Spin(7) and Spin(8) 
labels frequently. In the infra-red, the dual scalar (j)8 combines with the seven 
scalars (j)1 to give a vector (j)m of Spin(8) where m = 1,... ,8. The fermions 
lift to the (2,8C) representation of 50(2,1) x 5pm(8). The supersymmetry 

1For non-compact manifolds like the monopole moduli spaces, the integral of the Euler 
density is actually weakly metric dependent rather than being simply topological. For 
this reason, what is usually called the Euler index need not be integer. In the case of 
DO-branes, as an analogous example, the bulk contribution to the L2 index is actually not 
integer. 
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transformations then take the form, 

^- = 'i^^r, (2.i) 
where we have introduced a Grassmann parameter e^ transforming in the 
(2,8s) of the symmetry group. An explicit realization for the r^ where 
fi — 0,1,2 can be given in terms of the Pauli matrices, 

T0 = -i(T2i       T1 = (73,       T2 = (Ji. 

With spacetime signature (—, +, +), the r^ satisfy the relations: 

{rV}    =   2ir, 
[r^,rH    -    2e^ArA. (2.2) 

We will actually only need to know the variation of the bosons (fim. When 
the F4 terms are included, there are higher derivative corrections to both 
5(f) and Sip in 2.1 but as in [9], they will not play a role in determining the 
four derivative terms. 

As in the case of lower dimensional theories, we will focus on the eight 
fermion terms in the supersymmetric completion of the F4 term. If we 
schematically denote the eight fermion terms by, 

/(8)W, (2.3) 

then it is easy to see that the variation of 2.3 in the Lagrangian using 2.1 
contains a piece with seven fermions and a piece with nine fermions. The 
same argument given in [9] allows us to conclude that the variation of no 
other term in the Lagrangian contains nine fermions. Therefore, the piece 
with nine fermions in the variation of 2.3 must vanish giving the equation, 

7S>««^(/(,W)-0> (2.4) 

for every b and a. To proceed, we need to know something about the possible 
eight fermion terms. 

2.2    The basic fermion bilinears 

The eight fermion terms contain no spacetime derivatives and must be in- 
variant under the Lorentz group 50(2,1).   They can be built from a few 
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fundamental forms bilinear in the fermions. To count the number of basic 
bilinears, we note that 

[ (2,8) <g> (2,8) ]a = (3, 7) © (3,21) © (1,1) © (1,35), (2.5) 

as representations of 50(2,1) x Spin(7). If we let j1 be a basis for the 
Spin(7) Clifford algebra then we can define,1 

7y*    =    ^(7V7*-7V7fc + •••)• (2-6) 

The antisymmetric matrices {7*, 7^} and the symmetric matrices {1,7^*} 
constitute a basis out of which we can construct all operators involving 
fermions. The four basic bilinears appearing in 2.5 are easily found, 

^r^V,     ^r'W,     ^,     $7yV, (2-7) 

where ip = ipTTo. Using various Fierz identities, we could in principle deter- 
mine all possible eight fermion structures. Instead, we will take a different 
route to fix all possible eight fermion terms. The only observation we need to 
make concerns the spacetime indices. To get a Lorentz invariant structure, 
we will eventually need to contract all /J, indices. However, because of the 
following Fierz identity, 

we actually only need to consider the last two structures in 2.7. This allows 
us to observe that any pure fermion structure must contain equal numbers 
of ipia and ^2a. 

There is a second way to see this condition. Let T denote a diagonal 
element of the Lorentz group 51/(2,11) with eigenvalues t > 1 and t-1. 
Then we may pick a basis such that, 

and 

Clearly then an eight fermion term which is invariant under T must have 
four ipia and four ^a fermions. We can now turn to the general form of the 
eight fermion terms. 

1When we want to view these 5pm (7) gamma matrices as part of the 8e or 8s repre- 
sentations of Spin(8), we will use dotted indices; for example, jab- 
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2.3    Classifying the possible eight fermion terms 

First note that the eight fermion structures that can be constructed from 
the last two basic bilinears 2.7 can be contracted with at most four scalar 
fields. Further (jfi can only appear in the form em^ /9 since there are no 
spacetime derivatives. We will normalize </>8 to have period 27rg2. We can 
then classify eight fermion terms in the following way, 

Tmo,    fT^,    ^Z#2,    W^lW,    WMF*1, (2.8) 

where T is an eight fermion structure and i,j,k,l < 8. The label m^ = 
1,... , iVfc and Nk is the number of independent structures that contain k 
scalars. For example, the possible eight fermion terms with four scalars can 
take the form, 

N4 

m=l 

under the assumption that there are any such four scalar structures. Here 
we have defined r to be y/cftc/^. Now as in [9, 10], we can obtain a weaker 
condition than 2.4 by applying the operator, 

to 2.4. After summing over 6, we obtain the condition: 

A(/(8>(M8)=0, (2.9) 

where the Laplacian A includes </>8. 

Let us start by considering the restrictions imposed by the weaker con- 
straint 2.9. First note that the Laplacian commutes with the Fourier expan- 
sion so we obtain an equation on each Fourier coefficient. Also note that 2.9 
does not mix structures with an odd number of scalars and structures with 
an even number of scalars. This is not true of the stronger condition 2.4. 
Let us start by writing the first of three coupled differential equations from 
2.9 for the even scalar structures: 

This gives a standard differential equation for each m and n. The perturba- 
tive contribution corresponds to n = 0 and the general solution is, 

fo'm = ^ + do. (2.11) 
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We can set do = 0 since we demand a solution that decays as r—>>oo. The re- 
maining solution is then precisely the one-loop contribution and corresponds 
to a ^FA term. The coefficient CQ is then fixed by a one-loop computation. 
We can conclude that if there are any non-vanishing four scalar structures 
then they receive only a one-loop contribution. Before analyzing the non- 
perturbative terms with n ^ 0, let us consider the remaining equations. 

The second equation mixes the two scalar and four scalar structures: 

^ / d2      10 d      n2^ 

p=i 

-12 Y, f^mein^2 ^SklT^kl) . (2.12) 

f^ + vl-?)^^2^'^ = 

m=l 

Again we will first consider the perturbative contributions with n = 0. There 
are two possible scenarios: either there is a ~ 1/r13 source term for the 
differential equation for a two scalar structure labelled by p, or there is no 
source term. In the latter case, the solution takes the form 

but this corresponds to a negative power of the coupling. All such solutions 
are unphysical. The only possible physical (perturbative) two scalar struc- 
tures must appear with source terms. They therefore descend naturally from 
four scalar structures and always have the form, 

W6klTiiki, 

for some four scalar structure. In this case, we find that 

which is again one-loop exact. 

The last equation for the even structures mixes the no scalar and two 
scalar structures: 

9=1  V y   / p=l 

(2.14) 

Without a source term, we find that 

/0'«~ 1 
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which requires negative powers of the coupling. We therefore need to con- 
sider only zero scalar structures that descend from four scalar structures, 
and we find that 

f0,9_ ^£0 
33 r9 /o* = £3> (2-15) 

which is again one-loop exact. The even structures are therefore completely 
determined at the perturbative level by classifying the four fermion struc- 
tures. 

Let us turn to the odd scalar structures.  The first equation constrains 
the three scalar structures alone: 

When n — 0, the solution takes the form 

which requires no power of the coupling. Since the structure cannot appear 
at tree-level, there are no perturbative three scalar structures. The final 
equation relates the three and one scalar structures: 

^—f \ dr1      r dr      g4 

= "6 £ /^e-W (f6jkT%k) . (2.17) 
N3 

z 
When n = 0, the solution is of the form 

which requires a negative power of the coupling constant. Therefore, there 
are no possible odd scalar structures at the perturbative level.1 Since we 
know there is a non-vanishing one-loop contribution to the F4 terms, we can 
also conclude that there must be at least one possible four scalar structure. 

1We wish to thank N. Seiberg for pointing out the following simple argument that 
excludes odd scalar structures at the perturbative level. The Weyl group action given in 
(3.2) inverts all the scalar fields including (j)8. Since </>8 does not appear perturbatively, 
this symmetry excludes any odd scalar structure. 
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2.4    Non-perturbative solutions 

At the perturbative level, we have demonstrated that the F4 terms receive 
only one-loop contributions just by using the weak constraint 2.9. We can 
now consider the non-perturbative solutions where n ^ 0. Consider the 
equation, 

It is convenient to replace /n(^) by rvfn(r), which takes the equation to the 
form: 

d2       Id      n2      u2\   .. „ , .      ^ ,« ^v ^ + -^-7-^j'-V„W=0. (2.19) 

The solution to this equation is given in terms of KJ/(z)^ a modified Bessel 
function of the third kind: 

fn(r) = cnn
1/2±(£)   K^nr/g2). (2.20) 

Here cn is a constant yet to be determined and we have inserted powers of 
the coupling needed on dimensional grounds. Most of the time, u will be 
half-integer and then Kl/(z) has the following useful expansion [16], 

Kn+l/2(z) = (n/2z)V2e-z ^(2,)-   ^ + m + ^   . (2.21) 
' A-^n mlFln — m + 1) 

m=0 v / 

Before solving the differential equations that we found in the previous 
section, some dimensional analysis is in order. It is convenient to rescale the 
coupling into the scalar fields and fermions. After this rescaling the fields (j) 
have dimension 1/2 while the fermions have dimension 1. The kinetic term 
takes the form, 

1 
2( I d3x ^d^fa 

with no explicit powers of the coupling and with (j)8 included. The one-loop 
corrected F4 terms take the form, 

lf<P*^MP4t)\ 
with a single power of 1/g. The powers of g are simply fixed on dimensional 
grounds since the action is dimensionless. The one-loop corrected effective 
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action is not scale-invariant. In the limit of low-energies where g-±oo, the 
theory must become scale-invariant. All explicit powers of g must disappear 
from the action. We will see how the instanton corrections to the F4 term 
combine with the one-loop correction to give a scale and Spin(8) invariant 
result in the strong coupling limit as suggested in [8]. 

Let us turn to the solution for the four scalar structure equation 2.10. In 
this case, u — 13/2 and the solution for the n instanton sector is given by, 

J^^I.  = c„»i/2_L(£),3/2
Jfl3/2(„r/9)ei»*'/9 

which is exactly the form that we would expect for an n instanton sector 
contribution. 

When the four scalars are taken into account, we see that the norm of 
the four scalar term goes like ~ r-3e-lnlr/^ up to lower order terms. A 
similar analysis shows that the k scalar term can be written as a sum of a 
solution to the homogeneous Laplace equation with leading order behavior 
~ r~3e_lnlr/^ and a solution to the inhomogeneous equation with leading 
order behavior ~ r_4e~lnlr. Set 

r 

Isolating the part of the constraint equation 2.4 which equates terms of order 
r-?>e-\n\r/g gjves for nonzero n, 

(7r6-zsign(n)7?6)^a6/i-0, (2.23) 

where h denotes the 0(r-3e_'n'r) eight fermion terms. This equality comes 
from differentiating only the exponential e_rln'^+m^ I9 in the constraint 
equation. Once again we pass to a weaker but more pliable equation. We 
apply the operator Yca^ac *0 t*16 above inequality, and sum over a and a 
to obtain: 

Using, 

we find that, 

(8 - % sign(n)7£Va^ J h = 0. (2.24) 
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We have already shown that any eight fermion term contains an equal num- 
ber of ipia and ip2a- We can therefore build h from terms of the form, 

^i7miPl^i^i7m2P2^i^27m3P3^2^27m4P4^2, 

where 1 < ra;,p; < 8. By including 78 in 7mp, we automatically include 
both antisymmetric basis elements {7%7U}. 

The operator i sign(n)7^'0Q6^ac acts on a bilinear of the form ipp/ymP/ipf3 
by sending it to, 

^sign(n)[7r8,7mp]V/3. 

An easy computation gives eigenvalues of 2,0, —2 for this operation on bi- 
linears. The largest eigenvalue is associated to eigenvectors of the form, 

^pinT ± i sign(n)7p8)^/3, 

where p ^ r, 8. Then for n positive, the only possible way to obtain an 
eigenvalue of 8 for the eight fermion term as required by 2.24 is if the eight 
fermion term is of the form,1 

ai [<M7pr - *7p8)^i(7pr - ilp8)^iMlqr -HqS)^2M7qr - i7g8)^] 

+     0,2 Mipr - hp8)i>iM7qr - hq8)^iMipr - hpS) 

x  ip2M7qr - hnfa (2.25) 

for constants ai and a2. Let us use s(ai,a2) to denote the structure in 2.25 
for convenience. In fact, up to a scalar factor, there is a unique combination 
of ai and 0,2 allowed. This can be seen in the following way: equation 2.23 
implies that, 

(/ " HrS)as*Pash = 0. 

Note that (I — iYS)/2 is a Hermitian projection operator with the comple- 
mentary orthogonal projection given by its conjugate. Therefore, we see that 
it has four zero and four non-zero eigenvalues on each chiral subspace since 
conjugation preserves chirality. Now for an eight fermion term to be anni- 
hilated by each of the eight non-zero fermions (/ — ijrS)as'll^as simply means 
that it can be expressed as a product of these eight fermions. This uniquely 
fixes the ratio of ai and 0,2 (unless the two structures are the same). Observe 
that in this notation, the scalar structures are mixed. The scalars are hidden 
in the definition of 7r. The entire eight fermion term for the Fourier mode 
n 7^ 0 is then determined by the four scalar solution 2.22. 

1For n negative, we replace each bilinear ^(7mr — ij™8)^ by ip('ymr + iy™8)^. 
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Therefore the eight fermion term is uniquely fixed (up to constants). In 
the sector with instanton number n positive, h takes the form: 

ffi4 (fr^-^sr^'^^-  <2-26> 
Therefore, the solution of the homogeneous Laplace equation for the four 
scalar term is given by, 

Cnn^\(^lZl2r*Kl3/2{nrl9y^l° 1    (9 A13/2   4 

ai'0i7pr,'0i'0i7pr'0i^27^r,02V;27^'02 

+     a2^lJPr'^l/lpljqr,lpl'lp2Yr/lp2^2/iqr^>2 (2.27) 

Similarly the coefficients of the different scalar structures in the solution of 
the homogeneous Laplace equation can simply be extracted from 2.26 by 
taking the k scalar component of 2.26 and replacing e~nr'Jlg}(irg/2nr)1/2 by 
the appropriate Bessel function, i^5/2+fc(rn/^)- These then determine the 
solutions to the inhomogeneous equations. In this way, the eight fermion 
term is completely determined in the sector with instanton number n. What 
remains is for us to determine the coefficients cn. 

3      Scale and Spin(8) Invariance 

3.1    Constraints from gauge invariance 

In the strong coupling limit, the effective action must become scale and 
Spin(8) invariant. The eight fermion term 2.26 contains both even and odd 
structures. Both are needed for Spin(8) invariance. Schematically, the three 
scalar structure goes over to the term, 

n 

in the strong coupling limit, and similarly for the one scalar term. However, 
we will not actually need to assume Spin(8) invariance to determine the 
constants cn. First note that hermiticity of the eight fermion term implies 
that, 

c_„=c£. (3.1) 
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Since we are considering the effective action of a full 517(2) Yang-Mills the- 
ory, we also need to impose invariance under the residual Weyl group action: 

<^-</>*, (/>8->-08, V-*-^- (3.2) 

Invariance under the Weyl group then implies that, 

so the coefficients cn are real. 

3.2    Determining the cn coefficients 

Let us now show that the g-^oo limit results in a Spin(8) invariant eight 
fermion term. Alternately, the cn coefficients can be determined by assuming 
the Spin(8) invariance of the strong coupling limit. We will see that our 
argument gives results which agree with this second approach, and hence 
constitutes an independent argument for Spin(8) invariance. 

So far, we have shown that the perturbative eight fermion term is one- 
loop exact with the coefficient CQ fixed by the loop computation. The per- 
turbative eight fermion term is completely determined by specifying the 
four scalar structure. We have also shown that the instanton sector n eight 
fermion term is completely determined up to a constant cn. Let us focus on 
the g dependence of the eight fermion term, which we will denote fg where 
fg = fn(g)em^ /9. The full Yang-Mills theory is well-behaved at low-energies 
since away from the singularities in the moduli space, the theory is infra-red 
free. We can therefore assume that the limit of the eight fermion term fg 
and its first six derivatives exists as g^oo and converges to a limit F and its 
first six derivatives in the following sense: the eight fermion term F which 
describes the strong coupling limit can be made periodic with period 27rg by 
averaging, 

Fg = ^F(<t>8 + ^9J)- (3-4) 

We can express Fg in terms of its Fourier modes F(n/27Tg)y 

F9 = E J-F(n/27r5)e^
8/fl. (3.5) 

Note that we are not assuming that F is Spin(8) invariant. The appropriate 
notion of convergence of fg to F is that, 

/ fn{g) - ^F(n/2ng) 
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tends to zero as 5-^00 for 0 < k < 6. In fact, if this were not the case, the 
notion of an effective action would make little sense. We will see why we 
need the first six derivatives momentarily. 

On dimensional grounds, we know that fn = cn -V hn where hn is deter- 
mined from 2.26 by choosing hn to be normalized so that n and g only appear 
together in the combination \n\/g. Now the same analysis we applied to fg 
must apply equally to Fg since it satisfies the same constraint equations. So 
there is an expansion, 

±-F(n/27rg) = Cnhn (3.6) 

The left-hand-side depends on n and g only in the combination n/g and 
therefore the same is true for the right-hand-side. Then Cn = C(n/g) and, 

cn-g6C(n/g)^0. 

We therefore learn that the first six terms in a Taylor expansion of C(n/g) 
about zero vanish, which implies that 

„-/cM(0)I(j)%0 

as g tends to infinity. Finally, we can conclude that for n > 0: 

n6 

^ = 0—. (3.7) 

Note that this formula does not imply that CQ = 0 because hn is singular 
at n = 0. Since we have determined the strong coupling limit of the eight 
fermion term by determining cn, we can Fourier expand the limiting form 
and extract the coefficient CQ. Therefore, the constant c in 3.7 is fixed in 
terms of CQ. For our subsequent discussion, we will not need to determine 
this constant explicitly. 

3.3    A comparision with the Spin(8) result 

We will show by direct computation that 3.7 gives an eight fermion term 
which converges to a Spin(8) invariant term in the strong coupling limit. 
More accurately, we will compute the Fourier coefficients of the unique 
Spin(8) invariant term and find agreement with 3.7. 
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We now set F to be the following harmonic four scalar eight fermion 
term 

i,j,m,/<8 

+a2^iipiMiiqHi^2lpmM2lql^2). (3.8) 

The form of this term is simply fixed on dimensional grounds since the 
effective action must be scale-invariant. 

We can extract the cn coefficients from the four scalar part of 3.8 where 
none of the four scalars is <^8. We then need to compute the Fourier transform 
in the </>8 direction of, 

1 
(r2 + (08)2)7" 

The Fourier component F(n/g) is given by, 

2   /        \ 13/2 

Pin/g) = 6! (W       7rl/2 ifl3/2(rn/5)- (3-9) 

We can now see that the homogeneous four scalar term in Fg is given by, 

4i:^/2(w9)e-'"(^)13/2/ 
x  ai'0i7pr'0i'0i7pr,?/?i'?/;27gr'02V;27gr^2 

+a2'0i7pr'0i,0i79r'0i'027prV;2'027gr'02 

The coefficient Cn extracted from 3.10 agrees with the formula 3.7. 

(3.10) 

4    A Comparision With Semi-Classical Computa- 
tions 

The leading terms in the expansion of 2.26 should match semi-classical in- 
stanton computations performed in [5, 6]. For example, the leading contri- 
bution to the zero scalar structure in 2.26 takes the form, 

r 
c-r+i* , (4.1) 
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in the one-instanton sector. This agrees with the term in the effective action 
computed in [5] up to normalization choices. 

For higher instanton number, the situation is much more interesting. 
Let us recall that instantons in three-dimensional gauge theory correspond 
to monopole field configurations in four-dimensional gauge theory. Unlike 
the case of four-dimensional gauge theory, instanton computations in three 
dimensions are naturally performed in the broken gauge theory. Monopole 
solutions have a scale set by the choice of vacuum expectation value so inte- 
grals over monopole moduli space do not require the use of cut-off techniques 
like constrained instantons used in four dimensions. 

This simple observation implies a quite beautiful relation between the 
geometry of monopole moduli space and the terms in the effective action 
that we have determined. Let us recall that n monopole moduli space Mn 

is a 4n-dimensional hyperKahler manifold which has a standard isometric 
decomposition, 

Mn =']&* x 
3     S1 x Mi 

Zn 

The IR3 x S1 parametrize the center of mass and the coordinate conjugate to 
the electric charge. Quantization of these moduli in four-dimensional N=4 
Yang-Mills leads to a supersymmetric sigma model on Mn described in [17]. 
Note that it follows from [18] that there are 8n real fermionic zero modes in 
a charge n monopole background. These zero modes become superpartners 
to the bosonic moduli in the supersymmetric sigma model. 

At first sight, it might seem that the expectation value of an eight fermion 
term in the SU{2) Yang-Mills theory would vanish in a sector with instanton 
number \n\ > 1 because of fermion zero mode counting. However, this is not 
the case because the moduli for the relative motion of the monopoles do not 
parametrize a flat space. Rather the semi-classical instanton contribution is 
proportional to the high temperature limit of the twisted partition function 
on monopole moduli space, 

Xn= f     Yimtii-ife-PX&x). (4.2) 
JM0n (3^0 

The Hamiltonian is the one describing supersymmetric quantum mechanics 
on Mn [17]. This is the bulk contribution to the L2 index which we would 
want to compute in sectors with a given electric charge to prove, for example, 
the conjecture by Sen about dyon bound states [19]. The high temperature 
limit is a perturbative limit of the partition function and the term Xn reduces 
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to the integral of the Euler density over M.^, 

Xn = /    e{TMl), (4.3) 

where e(TA^^) is the Euler class. If the relative monopole moduli space 
M®n had been compact, Xn would be the Euler index. For n — 2, the 
Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem can be used to show that X2 is the topological 
Euler characteristic Xn9- This seems likely to remain true for all n, but a 
careful proof of this equality for n > 2 requires a better understanding of 
the monopole moduli space metric. 

Since we have determined the exact eight fermion terms from supersym- 
metry, we should be able to extract Xn from our solution by matching the 
leading semi-classical behavior. This seems quite remarkable. 

Fortunately for us, there has been a great deal of interesting work on 
semi-classical instanton computations in [6, 20]. From the analysis of the 
measure for the n instanton computation performed in [6], we can conclude 
that: 

-=n5xn. (4.4) 
ci 

However, from 3.7 we see that 

"=n6, (4.5) 
ci 

and therefore Xn — n* Remarkably, the results obtained in [21] have been 
used in [6] to show that XnP is also n. Clearly, a deeper explanation of why 
supersymmetry should determine Xn is needed. 
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